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Give me the honey wid the big butts on
It's time to stop the show
And show you how to flow right on
It's coming live like a flash
On the other side lift your hands and let me hear you
dash
Bring up the sound and let it rise
Because this big fat jam will take you by surprise
It's just another rough move
From me to you and the posse from the EX-IT crew
So get your groove on and get a move on
And make it last to the way we slam this song
I rock a rhyme and let it last and show you mad styles
Because the flavours high and fly
It's time to show you how to flow
And move your big fat butt down on the dance floor
I hear the fever that you're bringing
It's just another song in your ear that I'm singing
So let me show you how we swing it
It's time to make a stance and let the jam meet face to
face
Just like I showed you in the past
I brake it right down wid a rhyme to make it last
It's just another funky jam taken from the Bee Gee's
Set to make you jump and scan
I got the flavour and you know it come and check the
sound
Because the big bands going down
So brake it down one and get this song on
I wanna know are your feelings flowing strong
And if it is so I wanna know Joe
Let's take it back to where the old school knows
It's just a rhythm and a rhyme makin' it live
And coming back on a funky line
I hear the fever that you're bringing
It's just another song in your ear that I'm singing
*Now that the party's in affect all the ladies
Let me hear you say shake that thang
Now that you're standing on the set all the ladies
Let me hear you say shake that thang
*Repeat
Now that the party's in affect
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It's time to let it flow
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